Highlights from this Meeting:

- Every active RFP team voted to extend deadlines to make room for attempting submissions at upcoming December 2021 meeting, with space to delay into next year.

- UNIFIEDPOS FISCAL API 2.0 RFP – extend to March, 2022
  DIGITAL RECEIPT API V1.0 RFP – extend to March, 2022
  UNIFIEDPOS V2 MODEL AND POS PRINTER API RFP – extend to March, 2022
  UNIFIEDPOS 1.15.1 RTF – extend to March, 2022

- Proposal to charter UPOS 1.16.1 RTF for maintenance and combining branches into full spec.

- Vivian Underwood (GS1-US), our liaison to GS1-US presented cutting edge findings from the recent “POS Test Kit” effort to quantify retailer and vendor readiness for the coming shift from the ubiquitous UPC to high-capacity data carriers with dynamic data.

- John Glaubitz (Vertex) continues to make tremendous progress moving and organizing the retail body of knowledge contained within our long history of specifications into the Retail Industry Ontology (RIO). Parts of RIO are set to release inside upcoming submissions for Fiscal API and Digital Receipt.

- Furuhata Tadashi (Microsoft) and Toyohiro Yasumoto (VINX) liaisons with OPOS-J completed a mountain of work preparing for the future release of UPOS 1.16.1 (proposed RFP at this quarterly meeting.

- Roland Zalisevskij (Service Plus IT) continues making significant progress on Fiscal API, bringing a wealth of knowledge about current issues dealing with widely different retail fiscal reporting legislation across the European community.

- Planning underway for presence at the NRF Big Show in NYC in January, 2022. Possibly a kiosk booth, staffing, marketing material and presentations about Retail DTF assets and new work.

- Need help with understanding our JIRA workflow, have items ready to be tracked, would like a short education session where the team is taken through our JIRA process with a real item.
Deliverables from this Meeting:

- Retail/ Retail DTF Day 1 Meeting Minutes
- Retail/ UnifiedPOS 1.16.1 RTF Charter
- Retail/ Retail DTF Closing Plenary Report

Future Deliverables:

- Digital Receipt RFP
- UnifiedPOS v2 Fiscal API RFP
- UnifiedPOS v1.15.1
- UnifiedPOS v1.16.1 (expecting RFP to be chartered)
Liaisons

- OPOS-J
- GS1-US
- Ontology PSIG

Agenda Items for the Next Meeting (Long Beach):

- RDTF Summary and Agenda Overview
- Retail Industry Ontology WG meeting
- UnifiedPOS WG meeting
- Submission to resolve issues, UPOS 1.15.1
- Submission to resolve issues, UPOS 1.16.1
- Draft of Digital Receipts for review feedback, possibly submission
- NRF Big Show January 2022 outreach preparations